SILK ESSENCE
Liquid Hand & Body Soap
DESCRIPTION
A superior quality, creamy white, pearl-like
liquid soap for washing the hands, the full
body and shampooing the hair. It is made
with pure coconut oil and has great cleaning
ability, yet kind to the skin. Silk Essence is
lotionized to prevent drying, and is viscous
so that a little goes a long way in hand washing, showering and shampooing.

BENEFITS
HIGH QUALITY: Looks like and feels like silk.
Radiates an image of quality whenever it is used.
PURE COCONUT OIL BASE: Made with
100% pure, cosmetic grade coconut oil. Still
the very best ingredient for rich lather and
superior cleaning.
GENTLE TO THE SKIN: Contains special emollients and lotionizers to
soften the skin.
FULL BODIED: Just the right viscosity. Spreads like a lotion so that one
uses only a drop or two at a time.
ECONOMICAL: A superior quality soap that offers significant savings when
one fills their own dispensers.

HOW TO USE
HAND CLEANING: Pour or dispense a small amount into
the palms of dry hands and massage into skin, then add
a small amount of water, work up a lather and rinse away
when soil is loosened.
BODY SHAMPOO: Use in similar fashion, applying to
entire body a little at a time.
HAIR SHAMPOO: Wet hair, pour a small amount of Silk
Essence into hands. Massage into hair and scalp. Work
up a lather to clean, then rinse away.

USES
Excellent for use in refillable hand soap dispensers and for
use with squeeze bottles or pump dispensers for showering and shampooing.

SPECIFICATIONS
APPEARANCE.........................Pearly viscous liquid
ODOR...........................................................Almond
SPECIFIC GRAVITY...........................1.020 ± 0.005
DENSITY.......................................8.51 ± 0.05 lb/gal
BOILING POINT.....................................Near 212°F
pH...............................................................9.5 ± 0.5
FLASH POINT...................................None to boiling
STABILITY..................................One year minimum
PRODUCT CODE.............................................SEH
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